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Introduction to True Homonyms ݶ୵ݶᶪԎՕᕨ 

Sometimes the term homonym is used to generalize several different exceptional 
word types in English. For instance some authors will use the term broadly to refer to 
homographs (words that are spelt the same way) or for homophones (words that are 
pronounced the same way); however in this lesson we will use the term homonym in 
the strictest sense of the word. Sometimes you will also see the phrase true 
homonyms to indicate the strict use of the term Homonym.  

ӾጱhomonymsӞݢپᐿӧݶᔄࣳጱ҅ݢզฎhomographsݶܨ୵Ԏ҅
ԞݢզฎhomophonesݶܨᶪԎ̶ᘒࣁ᧞Ӿ౯ժਖ਼ԟhomonyms๋ࣁӸ໒ఘ
 ᶪԎ̶ݶ୵ݶᶪԎ҅ᑍԏԅ፥ྋጱݶ୵ݶܨӥጱአဩ٭

True homonyms are words that are both spelt and pronounced 
exactly the same, but they have completely different meanings.  

 ጱ̶ݶᘒӧݶᶪ᮷ፘݎᶪԎฎ೪ٟݶ୵ݶ

  
Please refer to the reference chart below to see the similarities and differences 
between the different types of exceptional English words (i.e., heterographs, True 
homonyms, and heteronyms.) 

᧗݇ᘍӥࢶᵞӾӧݶᔄࣳጱ૧ғ(୵ݶᶪԎ҅ݶ୵ݶᶪԎ҅ݶ୵ᶪ
Ԏ) 
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 Same Pronunciation
发音相同

Same Spelling.
拼写相同

Each word has a different meaning.
每个词意思都不同。

Heterograph
同音异形异义词同

Heteronym
同形异音异义词

A True Homonym
同音同形异义词

Homophones   |   同音异义词

Homographs   |   同形异义词
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Different  Pronunciation
发音不同

Different Spelling
拼写不同
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This lesson includes a list of 40 common True homonyms that you will likely see 
used in your other classes; however to understand the difference between different 
homonyms it is important to understand the 9 parts of speech (POS) in English. In 
many cases the different meaning and usage of the various homonyms are as either 
a noun and a verb; however you will also see several homonyms which are classified 
as either an adjective or adverb as well. 

᧞ਖ਼40ڊڜଉአጱݶ୵ݶᶪԎ,ᥝቘᥴݶ୵ݶᶪԎᥜយᥝᎣ᭲୮Ӿጱ9
य़ᔄ̶ࣁஉग़ఘ٭ӥ,ӧݶտᛘݶ୵ݶᶪԎӧݶጱጱአဩ҅ํԶ
ฎݷጱۖጱํ҅ڦ܄Զฎ୵ۅጱ̶ڦ܄ 

There are 9 different parts of speech in English (POS). The table below provides a 
brief overview of all of the different parts of speech (POS) in English and their 
Chinese translations. A more comprehensive list of the parts of speech (POS) in 
English which includes definitions and examples for each term can be found on the 
next page.   

ํ9ᐿ(POS)҅ইӥࢶಅᐏ̶ๅग़ىԭጱਧԎֺৼࣁӥӞᶭ̶ 

Parts of Speech in English  

Part of Speech IPA Chinese Pinyin

Adjectives /ˈædʒɪktɪvz/ ୵ Xíngróngcí

Adverb /ˈædvɜːb/ ۅ Fùcí

Articles /ˈɑːtɪklz/ ٢ Guàn cí

Conjunction /kənˈdʒʌŋkʃən/ ᬳ Liáncí

Interjections /ˌɪntəˈdʒekʃənz/ ఽݫ Gǎntàn cí

Noun /naʊn/ ݷ Míngcí

Preposition /ˌprepəˈzɪʃən/ Օ Jiècí

Pronoun /ˈprəʊnaʊn/ դ Dàicí

Verb /vɜːb/ ۖ Dòngcí
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Parts of Speech in English  
Part of Speech Abvrvaition Chinese Definition

Adjectives adj. ୵

A word or phrase that is used to modify or describe a 
noun or pronoun (e.g., red, intelligent, strong, etc.). 

դጱᎨ(ইᕁጱ̵ᘺกጱ̵୩ौጱݷ᷶ץ
ᒵ)̶

Adverb adv. ۅ

A word or phrase that describes anything that is not a 
noun or pronoun (e.g., near, far, now, then, easily, 
quietly, etc.). 

ሿ̵ࣈᬱ̵ࣈդጱᎨ(ইᬪݷӧฎ᷶ץ
̶(ᒵࣈฃ̵ᶉᶉ̵ݸᆐ̵ࣁ

Articles art. ٢ 
A words that signals the presence of a noun (e.g., a, 
an, the).   

ᤒᐏݷਂࣁጱݩמ̶

Conjunction conj. ᬳ

A word used to connect clauses or sentences together 
(and, or, but, if, etc.). 

አԭᬳളݙݙৼጱҁ҅҅֕ฎ҅ইຎᒵ)̶

Interjections interj. ఽݫ

A word that expresses a strong emotion. Strong 
interjections are followed by an exclamation point 
while mild interjections are followed by a comma (e.g., 
Hey! Wow! Oh, I think I’ve got it.). 

ᤒᬡ୩ᅱఘఽጱ̶୩ᅱጱఽݫ᭗ଉտളఽ҅ݩݫჅ
̶(Ѻ߶҅౯మ౯ԧ̶ߡѺࢄই)ݩտള᭖ݫጱఽ

Noun n. ݷ

A noun is a word the describes a person, place, thing, 
or idea (e.g., student, Beijing, book, etc.). 

ൈᬿӞӻՈ҅ࣈො҅ӳᥜమဩጱ̶(ইኞ҅۹
Ղ҅ԡᒵ)̶

Preposition prep. Օ 

A word or phrase that describes the relationship 
between nouns, pronouns, or other words in a 
sentence (e.g., He jumped ’over’ the fence; here is a 
bone ’for’ the dog) - [The preposition is in quotation 
marks]. 

ൈᬿӞݙᦾӾӨԏᳵىᔮጱ̶(ֺݙӾጱover
for੪ฎՕ)̶

Pronoun pron. դ 

A word that can function and take the place of a noun 
(e.g., I, you, he, she, it, they, etc.). 

Өݷአဩፘݶଚݢդ๊ݷጱ(ֺই:౯,֦,՜,,ਙ,
՜ժᒵ)̶

Verb v. ۖ 

A word that is used to describe an action, state of 
being, or the occurrence of an event (e.g. running, 
play, reading). 

ൈᬿ֢ۖ,ᇫா,ᘏԪկጱݎኞጱ(ই᪒ྍ̵ሻ̵ᴅ
)̶
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Project Instructions ᶱፓ᧔ก

Although there are hundreds of homonyms in the English language this lesson will 
only cover 40 of the most commonly used homonym pairs.

ᡱᆐӾํ౮ጯӤ܉ጱݶ୵ݶᶪԎ҅֕ࣁ᧞Ӿ౯ժݝᦖԟٌӾ๋ଉᥠጱ40
ӻݶ୵ݶᶪԎ̶

You will be required to complete the homonym project tables on the following pages. 
In some cases the Chinese translation has been provided for you and in other cases 
a sample sentence has been provided instead. You will be required to either: write a 
sample sentence that demonstrates the correct usage for the specific homonym, or 
you will need to read the provided sentence and determine what the Chinese 
translation is for the particular homonym based on the sample sentence. 

֦ᵱᥝਠ౮ӥӞ᯾ጱݶ୵ݶᶪԎձۓᶱፓ̶ํԶտํӾᘉᦲ҅ํԶտ׀Ӟӻ
ᬯӻጱӾ̶ڊٟݙᭌೠਠ౮ٌӾӞᶱғٟӞӻֺݢ̶֦ݙֺ

Example ֺৼ

WORD IPA POS Chinese Example or Sample Usage

address /əˈdres/
noun ࣎ࣈ

What is your address?
֦ጱ࣎ࣈฎՋԍҘ

verb ᑍ 
Please address your elders with respect.
᧗ํᐑᨩࣈᑍ֦ጱᳩᬃ̶
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WORD IPA POS Chinese Example or Sample Usage

address /əˈdres/
noun ࣎ࣈ

What is your addressҘ

verb ᑍ 
Please address your elders with respect.

back /bæk/
noun ᙧ᮱ 

verb ᬬࢧ 

bat /bæt/
noun

I bought a new baseball bat.

verb ፩፲

bear /beə/
noun

Did you see the bear at the zoo?

verb தݑ

board /bɔːd/
noun 

verb Ӥ̵ጭ

book /bʊk/
noun

I like this book.

verb
Did you book the hotel room for tonight?

can /kæn/
noun

Can I have a can of peaches?

verb զݢ

change /tʃeɪndʒ/
noun

Look at all the change I have in my wallet.

verb දݒ

check /tʃek/
noun ඪᐥ

verb
Please check your answers carefully.

chicken /ˈtʃɪkɪn/
noun

Do you raise chickens on your farm?

adj. ਸ਼ொ
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WORD IPA POS Chinese Example or Sample Usage

chip /tʃɪp/
noun ᜮᇆ

verb ڔ

cool /kuːl/
adj.

It is very cool today.

adj.
That actor is very cool.

crane /kreɪn/
noun Ỳ

noun ୌᒺ᩸᯿

duck /dʌk/
noun

Beijing is known for its roast duck.

verb ᳬ

fall /fɔːl/
noun ᐾਊ

verb
Be careful not to fall.

file /faɪl/
noun կ

verb …୭

fine /faɪn/
adverb

I am doing fine.

noun
I got a fine for speeding.

fire /ˈfaɪə/
noun

The fire burned brightly all night long.

verb ᥴᵟ

foot /fʊt/
noun

How big is your foot?

noun ੮ҁ12ੑ҂

grave /ɡreɪv/
adj. Ӹ᯿

noun ࣞऽ
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WORD IPA POS Chinese Example or Sample Usage

hail /heɪl/
noun

don’t go outside during a hail storm.

verb ཻ

iron /ˈaɪən/
noun ᆩ

noun
The chemical symbol for iron is “Fe”.

jam /dʒæm/
noun

I like strawberry jam.

verb ֵफल

letter /ˈletə/
noun ਁྮ

noun կמ

light /laɪt/
noun ط

adj. 

match /mætʃ/
noun

I need a match to start the fire.

noun ྲᩦ

may /meɪ/
noun

The flowers bloom in the month of May.

verb ᚆݢ

mole /məʊl/
noun

We found a mole in our backyard.

noun ᇙۓ

park /pɑːk/
noun ࢮل

verb ؊න

pitcher /ˈpɪtʃə/
noun

Can we order a pitcher of cola for everyone.

noun ಭಋ
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WORD IPA POS Chinese Example or Sample Usage

remote /rɪˈməʊt/
adj. ؇ᬱ

noun ᭸ഴ

rock /rɒk/
noun

I found a precious rock in the stream.

verb ൴ۖ

seal /ˈsiːl/
noun ܦ

noun ၹᨣ

sign /saɪn/
noun

Did you see that road sign?

verb ᓋᗟ

sink /sɪŋk/
noun

The sink is full of hot water.

verb ӥဃ

stall /stɔːl/
noun ᨵ൶

verb 

tie /taɪ/
noun

I would like to by a nice tie to match my suit.

verb
Do you know how to tie your shoes?

trip /trɪp/
noun 

verb
Be careful not to trip.

well /wel/
noun Գ

adverb
I’m doing well today.

yard /jɑːd/
noun Ꮁҁ3੮҂

noun
Many Americans homes have a large yard. 
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